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Message from
the Chairperson
Lisa Mumbin
Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service has had a humble and steady 2018-19 year
which has seen a couple of big achievements for our busy organisation. Our 16 Directors
completed their three year term in November 2018 with elections carried out in October and
new appointments commencing at the Annual General Meeting on the 21st November.
We bid farewell to our Director from Rockhole,
Marcus Rogers and Director from Binjari, Peggy
Slater and thank them for their contribution and
commitment during their time as Directors. The
Board welcomed Juanita Heparia, a former Director
from many years ago, back onto the Board for Mialli
Brumby. New comers Jason Brown representing
Rockhole and Thomas Frith representing Binjari
also commenced. It is great to see young people
stepping-up and accepting leadership roles within
our Communities. Our young leaders bring fresh
ideas and a new perspective to our important Board
discussions. I look forward to working with this
Board over the next 3 years.

know that it is essential for our people to have access
to dental healthcare, especially for their chronic
illnesses, and Wurli will soon be able to deliver these
services in-house. Our new Dental Clinic building
was completed in April 2019 and we anticipate its
grand opening in coming months.

On behalf of the Board of Directors I would like to
acknowledge our CEO Suzi Berto on achieving her
ten year milestone at Wurli-Wurlinjang in January
2019. Our organisation is so fortunate to have
such a great and inspirational role model as our
CEO, not only as an Indigenous person, but as an
Indigenous woman from Katherine. She has faced
many challenges over the years but I believe our
In 2016 we set our five year Strategic Plan and six organisation is in a much stronger position as she
strategic goals. While I can see we are making leads us forward and continues to help us grow.
steady progress against most of our goals, it is Thank you and congratulations Suzi.
under goal one, to expand our infrastructure, that To all of the hard working staff members from
I am seeing some great projects achieved. Over Corporate Services, Community Services and
the past few years we have seen the Women and Clinical Services, keep up the amazing work that
Children’s Clinic extension and a new space for you are doing. Everyone’s contributions to Wurli is
our Community Services team but it is the newly the only way we can continue to strive towards our
built dental clinic that brings so much excitement. strategic goals and produce much desired outcomes
It is well known we Directors have had many robust for our clients, so thank you for doing your part in
discussions over the years about one day having our 2018-2019.
very own dental clinic for our local people and I am
absolutely thrilled to see this becoming a reality. We
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Message from
the CEO
Suzi Berto
Improvement is the theme that comes to mind when I reflect on the
2018-19 year at Wurli. Whether we were enhancing our client’s
journey, undertaking improvements to our operating frameworks
or further developing our infrastructure, improving our client’s
experiences while in our care has been the focus.
Following on from the successes achieved through
the self-assessment and audit processes in our
Community Services Directorate, this financial year
saw our Clinical Services Directorate undertake a
similar self-assessment and internal audit. Many
opportunities for client journey improvements were
learnt through this collaborative endeavour and we
look forward to rolling these improvements out over
the next 12 months.
Embarking on any self-evaluation is challenging.
Unearthing root causes of service delivery
obstacles was confronting, crafting how best
to execute necessary change and balancing
our competitiveness with our quality care were
all issue tackled, but, our Wurli team accepted
and embraced this challenge with respect and
enthusiasm and for that, I am proud.
This financial year the Wurli executive and
management teams delivered a suit of new Policies
to support all Wurli care providers in delivering
consistent and stream-lined quality care. The
existing 35 plus Clinical Policies were reviewed,
consolidated and replaced with seven Primary
Health Care Policies that are consistent with the
National Safety and Quality Healthcare Standards
(NSQHS) Second Edition. The new Primary
Health Care Policies are both comprehensive and
comprehensible while encompassing both our
Clinical and Community Services Directorates.

Ongoing review and update of all other policies and
procedures also continued with our ISO auditors
commending our significant policy development
and review efforts.
Katherine is considered as a remote location to the
majority of Australians. The challenges associated
with this remoteness often results in difficulties
with recruiting and retaining suitable candidates
creating a slightly higher than average employee
turn-over rate. As such, Wurli recognises thorough,
across-the-board policies and processes are
essential to ensuring our clients receive care that
this holistic, culturally competent and dependable;
care that is delivered “The Wurli Way”.
Despite our funding providers continuing to remind
us of their tight fiscal positions, Wurli has remained
relentless in our endeavour to source the financial
resources required to establish infrastructure that is
suitable for the broad scope of services our clients
demand. Well over 15 various infrastructure related
funding submissions were submitted during this
financial year with a couple receiving the green
light. Our dental clinic building, funded by a grant
from the Commonwealth Government is almost
complete with the opening of the dental clinic
scheduled soon. We have also secured several new
infrastructure grants under the Commonwealth’s
Indigenous Australian’s Health Program which will
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Wurli Wurlinjang’s Board members prior to the 2018 AGM and the end of their 3 year term.

see both the interior
and exterior of
the Main Clinic
enhanced.
As the CEO of
Wurli, I can affirm
that all of the great
programs and projects
delivered by Wurli would
not be possible without the
assistance of our many funding
providers and supporters, so, I take this opportunity
to acknowledge and express our thanks and
appreciation for their support this year:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Government
Commonwealth Department of Health
NT Government Department of Health
NT Government Territory Families
Mr Warren Snowden, MP
National Indigenous Australians Agency
(formally Commonwealth Department of
Prime Minister and Cabinet)
• NT Government Office of the Attorney
General
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• Northern Territory PHN
• Commonwealth Department of Industry,
Innovation and Science
• Kalano Community Association
• Katherine Town Council
• Katherine Hospital
• Katherine Regional Aboriginal Health and
Related Serviced
• Anglicare NT
• The Fred Hollows Foundation
I would also like to personally acknowledge and
thank each Wurli Board of Director and Employee,
current and past in this last financial year for their
contribution to Wurli. To those Employees who
have undertaken and completed professional
development opportunities during the year – well
done and congratulations!
With 2018-19 wrapped-up, I welcome 2019-20 so
that together, we can continue to move forward as
one, healing our people and improving our health.

1. Introduction
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1.1 Organisational Overview
Wurli Wurlinjang Health Service (Wurli)
is an Aboriginal Community Controlled
Organisation delivering a growing range of
primary health care services to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people living in Katherine
and a 40 kilometre radius. Wurli has its origins
in the Kalano Health Service which was
established in the early 1980s. Today, Wurli
has a combined client population of 5,647
people and delivers almost 40,000 episodes
of care annually and employs around 110 staff
members.

counselling, support services for those
experiencing family violence, support services
for men engaged with correctional services,
support services for those experiencing
homelessness and community engagement
and education programs.

Wurli’s Clinical Services division employs
General Practitioners, Registered Aboriginal
Health Practitioners, Registered Nurses,
Registered Midwives and other clinical
specialists to deliver holistic and chronic
condition care. The clinical division also houses
Wurli’s health promotion unit.

Wurli has been operating in the Katherine
Region for almost 40 years. The organisation’s
longevity is a result of Wurli’s sound
organisational reputation with clients
and funding providers as well as it strong
governance, financial, human resource,
grant and project management capabilities.
Wurli anticipates further expansion of service
delivery to work towards Closing the Gap in the
years to come.

Wurli’s Community Services division delivers
wellbeing, counselling and support services
including dual diagnosis counselling, AOD
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To aid in the cultural competence and
accessibility of Wurli’s services, Wurli provides
transportation and community liaison services,
offers many programs via an outreach model,
operates and after-hours clinic and can
arrange for interpretive services.

1.2 Our Vision
To move forward as one,
to heal our people and
improve our health.

1.3 Our Values
Our values lie underneath all our work. They are the rock on which we build WurliWurlinjang, and help us turn our vision into reality. Our values are:
•
•
•
•

To build respect for our elders and our culture;
To empower people to take responsibility for their health;
To ensure good governance and take responsibility for our organisation;
To recognise the diversity among Aboriginal people in Katherine, and the
importance of a variety of approaches;
• To understand and acknowledge that health and healing is not only a job for
health professionals but for everyone;
• To foster respect between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people; and
• Strive to achieve equitable health outcomes for all clients.
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1.4 Governance
As an Aboriginal community-controlled organisation, Wurli is governed by a Board of Directors elected by
members of the Wurli Wurlinjang Aboriginal Corporation living in Katherine and surrounding community
living areas. Elections are held every three years. During 2018-19, our Board of Directors consisted of:
Mialli Brumby Community (Kalano)

Lisa Mumbin
Chairperson

Juanita Heparia

Noel McDonald
Senior

Gary Manbulloo
Senior

Marie Dowling

Ruby Stanley

Francis Hayes

Natasha Bronghur

Melissa Rogers

Marcus Rogers

Jason Brown

(3 year term ceased
21st Nov 2018)

(Commenced 21st Nov 2018)

(Commenced 21st Nov 2018)

Katherine Township

May Rosas

Rockhole Community

Pauline Marapunya

Binjari Community

Jodetluk Community Geyulkgan Ngurro Community
(Gorge Camp)
(Walpiri Camp)

Syliva Maroney

Peggy Slater

(Ceased 19th Mar 2019)

(3 year term ceased
21st Nov 2018)
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Thomas Frith
(Commenced 21st Nov 2018)
(Ceased 25th May 2019)

Maylene Frederick

Frank Douglas

1.5 Quality Statement
Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service (Wurli) aims to provide the highest standard of
client care to the Aboriginal people living in the Katherine town and the surrounding
communities of Rockhole, Mialli Brumby, Geyulkgan Ngurro, Jodetluk and Binjari.
Wurli will adopt a holistic approach to the prevention, early health screening, diagnosis and
management of illnesses. Wurli will strive to deliver high quality comprehensive primary health
care services that continually meet or exceed our clients’ expectations. Wurli will seek to achieve
our aims by:
• Providing culturally appropriate and accessible services to Aboriginal people;
• Delivering evidence-based clinical and primary health care practices;
• Ensuring communities and individuals are involved in the decision making process;
• Establishing and maintaining formal agreements or understanding with other key health
and related organisations;
• Ensuring good systems are in place to support effective and efficient use of resources; and
• Induction and orientation, training and development, and performance reviews of
workplace participants.
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2. Service
Delivery
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2.1 Out and About with Wurli

The Administrator of the NT, the Honourable Vicky O’Halloran (second from left) with Board Member
May Rosas (left), Dr Megan Cope (second from right) and Wurli’s Chairperson Lisa Mumbin (right).

AUGUST 2018
• The Wurli KISP Team was on hand to cook the
Hangi as part of Katherine Doorways ‘Hangi
at the Hub’. Over 160 people were fed at the
event to raise awareness for Homelessness.
• A Smoking Ceremony was performed with
the help of traditional ceremony/dancers from
Wugularr Community (Beswick). Smoking
was performed on all our buildings and Staff
were able to witness this special, spiritual
occasion which is a culturally significant
ceremony in indigenous society.
• A joint Men’s and Women’s Elders day event
was held at Low Level Nature Park by Wurli’s
Community Services team. 35 seniors were
joined by staff and Wurli Directors at the event
that was in the Honour of Ms Templeton,
Wurli SIF coordinator who passed away in
March 2018. The Elders were free to take part
in planned activities or just relax in the park,
with a BBQ lunch and dessert provided.

OCTOBER 2018
• A breakfast for Mental Health week was
hosted by Community Services to coincide
with the opening of their new location at
9 Second St. The breakfast was a good
occasion for clients, visitors, service providers
and funding bodies to mix and network.

DECEMBER 2018:
• Wurli Board of Directors welcomed a visit from
the Administrator of the NT, the Honourable
Vicky O’Halloran to discuss our services and
then took a quick tour of our Main clinic.
• Over 100 clients, family and staff attended
a Christmas party at the new Community
Services Building at 9 Second Street. This was
jointly hosted by Wurli’s Katherine Individual
Support Program (KISP) and Strongbala
Justice Program.
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MARCH 2019
• Over 60 staff and female Board of Directors took
part in Wurli’s annual ‘Celebrating the Women of
Wurli’ luncheon in support of International Women’s
day. The event highlighted the many achievements
of Wurli’s female staff, with 4 awards given to Velma
King (High Achiever of the year), Naomi Rosas
(Young Achiever of the year) & Bridgette Hutchison
and Maria Driver (Inspirational Women)

APRIL 2019
• Construction was completed on Wurli’s new Dental
Centre located near the Hearing Centre. Both
Buildings were joined to make space for an indoor
and outdoor waiting areas for clients. Wurli are still
waiting for a Certificate of Occupancy, but Positions
for a Dentist and Dental assistant have been
advertised with the hope of opening soon
Wugularr Community (Beswick) members
at the smoking ceremony.

• Artwork was completed on the Strong Indigenous
Families (SIF) Truck just in time for it to be involved
at the Kids Fun Day held at Kalano by the Kalano
Association. Community Services staff members
were able to showcase the SIF truck and assist with
children’s activities and prize giveaways

MAY 2019
• A BBQ was held for the residents of Bernhard Street
Hall to commemorate National White Wreath Day
and Wear White to work day- campaigns to raise
awareness for of the impacts of mental illness in our
communities. The BBQ was held by the Community
Services Staff

JUNE 2019
• Wurli Men’s day held at the Low Level Nature Park
for male staff and clients to engage and provide
education sessions on the 26th June.
Cutting the cake at the annual ‘Celebrating
the Women of Wurli’ luncheon.
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2.2 Guidance of Service Delivery
To ensure Wurli is reaching its vision, all activities and programs undertaken by Wurli
business units are guided by the six strategic goals identified in the 2016-21 Strategic Plan.
The six goals are:

2

1
Expand our physical
infrastructure, to better meet
the need of increased health
service delivery.

Develop an appropriate
balance between the attention
we pay to acute care needs,
on one hand, and longer-term
planned care needs,
on the other.

3

4

Continue to build the
human resource and
workforce capacity of
Wurli-Wurlinjang.

Develop a focus on services
relating to family and individual
wellbeing and mental health,
utilising the strengths inherent
in Aboriginal culture.

5
Recognise that a key component
in improving Aboriginal
health is to address the social
determinants of health, including
population health, and that
advocacy on these social
determinants is a core function of
Wurli-Wurlinjang.

6
Develop and strengthen
partnerships with other service
providers, understanding that
collaboration at the local, regional,
Territory and national level
underpins efforts to close the gap in
Aboriginal Health.
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2.3 Clinical
Services

2.3.1 Message from the Senior
Medical Officer, Dr Megan Cope

2

5

6

2018/2019 has been another year of change for Wurli. Change presents
new opportunities and different ways of thinking and doing. Change can be
planned or unplanned.
The benefits of planned change include the
potential to improve our governance structures
and systems, our service delivery, client care and
staff wellbeing using our best skills and personal
strengths in a well-coordinated and structured
manner. Wurli clinicians are doing this daily even
though often unseen. It takes time, commitment
and perseverance. It requires finding the right
balance between primary health service delivery,
professional development, system reviews,
funding and staffing. It also requires planning
for the unexpected.
What we do often see and feel is the experience
of unplanned change. This is unexpected,
uncertain and can be uncomfortable. This can be
at the level of a client who is experiencing severe
distress as a result of family violence, trauma or
loss of a loved one. We also experience this when
a valuable staff member departs our service
such as the departure of Dr. Peter Fitzpatrick,
Executive Director of Medical Services. During
his three and a half year service as EDMS, he
was instrumental in establishing the funding
for a number of key programs that continue to
forge ahead this year. These programs include
16 | Wurli Wurlinjang Health Service

the After Hours Services, the Australian Nurse
Family Partnership Program and our Eye Health
program.
The After Hours Service, funded by the Northern
Territory PHN had small beginnings in late 2015
and is now a fully functioning service operating
3 nights a week. This program increases access
to Wurli’s clinical services, delivering primary
and emergency care while maintaining cultural
integrity. It is well utilized and accepted by the
community. It is very well coordinated by Trevor
Pilon and resourced by a team of committed
clinicians.
The Australian Nurse Family Partnership
Program, is a national evidence-based
program. Data collected within this program
highlights the vulnerability of these parents
and their babies - they are most affected by
overcrowding, homelessness, poverty, food
insecurity and family violence. This is obviously
a very challenging program to work in but also
rewarding – one small change can make a huge
difference for not just one life but many. The staff
are to be highly commended for their vigilance
and determination.

Our focus on Eye Health was also strengthened in
2018/2019. Blindness from cataracts and diabetes
is a reality in the Katherine region. Yet these are both
treatable conditions if picked up early. Employing
a full-time Optometrist at Wurli in early 2018 was
the beginning of increasing eye screening services
to clients at most risk of blindness and aiding in
building the evidence base demonstrating that such
a position can value-add to the holistic approach of
Wurli’s primary health care service. Screening rates
increased for diabetics as did the number of life
changing cataract operations. The Fred Hollows
Foundation then committed additional funding to
support this Program which included equipment
and staffing with a Registered Aboriginal Health
Practitioner, Community Liaison Officer.
We learn from unexpected, unplanned and
uncomfortable change. We realise we are resilient
and our strengths matter. We learn to build new
teams and establish new relationships. We also
learn to build capacity to prepare for planned
change.
One very important development has been the
review of Wurli’s Audit of Clinical Programs which
was commissioned and undertaken in 2018. It
has enabled an informed understanding of the
client journey in the various clinical programs. A
number of strengths were identified. These include
the strength of Aboriginal Community Control in
servicing the needs of Aboriginal people through
the employment of Aboriginal staff; the strength
of continuity in the antenatal and chronic disease
models of care; the excellent uptake of childhood
immunisations; and the pursuit of excellence in
training models especially for RAHP trainees
and GP Registrars. The Audit identified 11 key
improvement areas ranging from care coordination
and case management to improvements in

population data management, improved training
in the use of the electronic health record system and
the development of priorities in health promotion.
A subcommittee has been formed to systematically
address these key recommendations. This Audit
will form the basis of ongoing change for service
delivery improvements over the coming years.
Another development has been the reorientation of
service delivery in the area of allied health provision
for clients with chronic disease. Prior to this year,
NT PHN contracted a number of allied health
services in Darwin to provide services to clients in
the Katherine region. A considerable portion of the
allocated funds was spent paying travel expenses,
and relationships were Darwin focused rather than
Katherine. Clinical leaders from Wurli, Katherine
West Health Board and Sunrise negotiated a
system change with NT PHN. As a result, funds are
now being paid directly to the individual Katherine
ACCHOs to determine the most useful way to be
spent. Wurli is now using these funds to employ
an Exercise Physiologist as a Lifestyle Coach and
contract local podiatry services. The result so far
has been an increase in service provision not just to
clients with chronic disease but to clients across the
lifespan.
Change has not been without its challenges. Our
greatest strength through all this change is the vision
laid down by the Board of Directors and the clients
through whom we learn so much. It is essential to
take a lesson in humility to remember why and for
whom we come to work each day. We also need
to acknowledge our team members, to build trust
and respect and to validate our differences. Teambased care is a large focus of our primary health
service delivery at Wurli and will continue to be in
2019/2020.
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2.3.2 Main Clinic Report

2

Main Clinic, responsible for the delivery of acute and general care that is provided by a multidisciplinary team of Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioners (RAHPs), Registered Nurses and
rotating Doctors.
The Main Clinic delivers safe, high-quality patient
care that includes health promotion, education and
cultural brokerage provided by Registered Aboriginal
Health Practitioners In accordance with WurliWurlinjang Health Service policies and procedures,
guided by CARPA standard treatment manual and
applicable legislation and regulations.
Main Clinic is ISO and AGPAL accredited, delivering
its services in a culturally safe and effective manner,
treating acute illness, immunisations, flu vaccines all
ages, contributing to chronic conditions, managing
emergencies as it presents.
Promoting and
encouraging healthy lifestyle, quit smoking, referrals
to other programs.
Staff at Main Clinic and Strongbala Men’s Clinic,
rotate every Thursday to provide outreach to Clients
at Venndale Rehabilitation Centre, 30km south of
Katherine.
The Clinic has enhanced its service by the
introduction of Eye Health, having an Optometrist
and an eye health focused Registered Aboriginal
Health Practitioner has proven to be a success for the
patients.
Main Clinic has 8 consult rooms and an Elders lounge
room (a directive from Wurli Board in July 2017) when
unoccupied is used as a multi-purpose room.
In September 2018 Northern Territory General
Practice Education (NTGPE) arranged a Cultural
Educator to observe GP Registrars in a clinical
18 | Wurli Wurlinjang Health Service

setting to receive feedback and guidance on cross
cultural communication skills and the patient-doctor
relationship.
Charles Darwin University Supervisors and Dianne
Borella Consultancy visited Main Clinic as part of
their 2019 International Pharmacy visit to Katherine
in April 2019. The students had the opportunity to
learn about Aboriginal Practitioner roles, CARPA
Medicine Book for AHPs, visit to our Medicine Room.
Congratulations to newly graduated Registered
Aboriginal Health Practitioners (RAHPs), Crystal
Browne and Maggie Raymond who attended their
Graduation Ceremony at Batchelor Institute of
Indigenous Tertiary Education on the 6th June 2019.
They received their Certificate IV in Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander Primary Health Care Practice.
Both Practitioners worked in Main Clinic, Maggie has
since relocated to Binjari Clinic and Crystal remains
in Eye Health working closely with the Optometrist.

2.3.3 StrongBala Men’s Health Clinic Report

2

StrongBala Men’s Health continues to operate from the Tom Cameron
Wing at the main building at 25 Third Street, Katherine.
are discussed that are of
interest to the participants
such as the need to remain healthy,
both physically and mentally, and hydrated in order
to perform well in sports and life. The positive
relationship that the StrongBala Team builds with
young people is foundational to the men’s continued
engagement with Wurli after school and throughout adulthood.

In 2018-19 the StrongBala Men’s Health clinic
continued to focus on increasing the episodes of care
delivered to Aboriginal Men through well person’s
health check-ups, treating injuries, wounds and
sores, treating short-term illnesses, an immunisation
program, delivering sexual health program inclusive
of private screening and treatment services and
providing advice on living healthy.
The partnership that StrongBala Men’s Health has
with other Wurli Clinical Services continues to assist
the program to improve and maximise engagement
and involvement with Aboriginal men to receive the
health services they require.

At the end of 2019, the StrongBala Men’s Health
team was sad to bid farewell to RAHP Arnold
Collard Snr, a long-term and dedicated member
of the team who will be sorely missed. StrongBala
Men’s Health and Wurli-Wurlinjang wish Arnold all
the very best on his retirement.

Early engagement with young men through the
Katherine High School Clontarf Program was
continued through the 2018-19 year. On a weekly
basis, staff permitting the StrongBala team, assisted
by the male RAHP from the Syphillis Enhanced
Response (SER) Program, visit the school. During
the visits staff deliver health checks and health
education to young men aged 14-18 years. Topics

Clients

800
700
700
600
600
500
500
400
400
300
300
200
200
100
100
00

The following graphs represent the dedication from
the team showing an 18% increase in individual client
numbers seen this year. This has also been positive
in the Medicare revenue raised this year showing a
26% increase in total amount received.

2017-18

2018-19

Variance

Change

568

679

111

12%

Fig 1: StrongBala Men’s Health Program individual client numbers

Number of clients

800

2017-2018

2018-2019
Period
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2.3.4 Women’s and Children’s Health Program Report

2

6

In 2018/19 we welcomed two new staff into the program
increasing our team from 3 to 5 staff. Elizabeth who prefers
to be called Lilly is a young and enthusiastic registered nurse
and Tilly who is a little older RN has a wealth of knowledge
and experience. Both have been welcome assets to the
team. Dani and Sherryl continue to be the very capable and
hard working AHP’s.
Anaemia has been a focus with our target groups being the 0-2
year olds and antenatals. Iron deficiency anaemia in pregnancy is
now treated with an iron infusion to ensure best possible outcomes
for both mother and baby. It is also hoped it will be significant in
reducing anaemia in the 0-2 year age group.
Visits from the Gynaecologist and Paediatrician have
continued with the Gynaecologist averaging three visits
annually and the Paediatrician monthly. A Paediatric
Registrar who works at Katherine Hospital also sees
clients here most Monday afternoons. The
number of Paediatric visits has increased due
to the large number of children needing to be
seen and reviewed. It has been great that the
Specialists are able to increase their visits to
help cope with our community needs.

Fig 2: Proportion of resident Aboriginal children 6 to 59 months of age
measured for Anaemia and recorded as Anaemic during the previous 1 year
(for period 01 July 2018 to 30 June 2019).
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2.3.5 Gudbinji Chronic Conditions Clinic Report

2

3

6

2018-2019 has seen two pilot projects introduced at Gudbinji, Health Care Homes and the IPAC
Project. Firstly, Health Care Homes, is a new funding model for chronic disease clients and is only
in the stage one phase of implementation. Secondly, we commenced participation in the IPAC
program which is a program looking at the viability of embedding a pharmacist within aboriginal
medical services.
Gudbinji continues to deliver a comprehensive
range of chronic disease healthcare services by
our dedicated team of professionals including
General Practitioners, Registered Aboriginal
Health Practitioners, and a Registered Nurse, a
Receptionist and Community Liaison Officer/
Transport officer. This comprehensive care allows us
to deliver specialised chronic disease management
and education services to suit each individual client.
Specialist services such as Cardiology, Renal
Physician, Dermatologist and Physicians along
with various allied health services such as Diabetes
education, Podiatry, Cardiac education and
exercise and healthy food choices education
continue to be delivered. These services are
paramount in providing our comprehensive chronic
disease management.
Gudbinji also delivers outreach care for our
aged and disability clients at Kalano Aged Care,
Katherine Hostel, Somerville houses and Step out.
The IPAC (Integrating Pharmacists into Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Services) Project
has been in operation at Wurli Wurlinjang since
November 2018. The aim of the trial is to determine
how having a pharmacist onsite can improve health
outcomes for patients. Achievements to date are as
follows:
• Educating patients to better understand
what their medications are for and why
they need to take them, through individual
consults or group education sessions.
• Monitoring collection of medications
from the supply pharmacy with the aim of
improving compliance via the following
methods:

• Determining the patients who are not
presenting for medication collection so
they can be re-engaged
• Recording non-collection/inconsistent
collection in the files of those patients
who do engage regularly, to assist
clinicians in determining the best
treatment options for the patient, and
assist with medication importance
education
• Assisting with education of staff on
medications, via formal training sessions or
informal meeting discussions.
• Improving transitional care by liaising
with hospital staff and ensuring patients
discharged from hospital are seen at the
clinic or have their medication charts
updated in a timely manner
• Reviewing patient’s medications to
ensure they are being prescribed the most
appropriate medications and doses for their
conditions.
• Better liaison with the supply pharmacy
ensuring the following:
• Timely access for the pharmacy to the
most recent medication chart
• Improved stock management, ordering
processes and workflow
• Identifying expired medication charts
and proactively updating them before
patients run out of medications
The interim results from this program have been
positive for both clients and clinicians.
The Integrated Team Care (ITC) Program operates
from the Gudbinji clinic premises however provides
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Gunbinj staff outside their office.

daily case management and clinical care for clients
with a chronic disease in the community setting.
This program aims to provide ongoing care in
the community and to work with those clients to
facilitate recalls and follow up by specialists and
clinical GPs. This program also deals with a number
of palliative clients to provide care and facilitate
pathways for ongoing follow up.
The After Hours Clinic has been operational since
the last financial year however in this financial
year we have successfully extended the afterhours service to include Monday evenings. These
clinics, operating on Mondays and Wednesdays
from 6-9pm are a welcoming inclusion to our everexpanding health care services now well established
and patronised regularly by clients.
Tuesday afternoons and Thursday evenings are
utilised to undertake visits to Wurli communities and
special events to provide outreach clinical services
and education. This provides the opportunity for
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clients to be seen in the community and either be
treated or referred to appropriate services.

Program and Inter-service Cooperation
Gudbinji clinic maintains close ties with Wurli
programs and outside organisations to streamline
pathways and optimise care to clients.

Moving Forward 2019-2020
In the upcoming year we have some new
developments occurring. We will be commencing
telehealth follow ups and consultation for clients
reducing the need to travel to Darwin for review. It
will also allow clients to have family present so all
can be included.
As well an Exercise Physiologist/ Health Coach will
be commencing shortly adding another integral
service to not only chronic disease management but
general wellbeing for all clients.

2.3.6 Wurli Wurlinjang Family Partnership Program Report
The WWFPP program started working with families in March 2018. We now have
28 families actively involved in the program. The 2018/2019 year has been a
wonderful learning journey for all of our staff.
The program was created by a lovely man
named Professor Olds in America and now has
13 sites in Australia as well as sites in Europe
and Canada. It is great to be part of a big
program that helps support new Aboriginal &
Torres Strait Islander parents across Australia.
We have had a lot to learn about how to run
the program and adapt it to meet the needs
of our local families. The local and cultural
knowledge of the family partnership workers
has been essential in this.
Each family works with a nurse and a local
family partnership worker. We support the
families to have healthy pregnancies and
healthy babies and we work with them to
achieve their goals.
We work closely with Wurli’s Clinical and
Community Services and have established
good relationships with Anglicare, Save the
Children and Katherine Hospital.
Some of the families face struggles such as
overcrowding or homelessness, not having
enough money to buy food, legal and welfare
problems, physical and mental health
problems, family violence and drug and
alcohol issues. We help the families to work
through these problems by supporting them
to engage with housing, employment services,
welfare, lawyers, counsellors etc.
We walk with the clients at their pace as we
know that they are the experts in their lives and
we trust that they will make positive changes
when they are ready.

2

Staff attended the National Australian
Nurse Family Partnership Program
(ANFPP) Conference in Alice Springs
this year. It was great to learn from
the other sites about their success
and struggles with the program. We
came away with lots of new ideas and
information to share with the families.
Three of our families agreed to be
interviewed for a video about
becoming parents and how the
program has helped them.
We run monthly group
sessions where families
come and join in arts and
crafts or other planned
activities. The children get to
play together and enjoy each
others company.
Sometimes education is provided by
visitors at our group sessions. We have
had sessions on breast feeding, centrelink and
other services such as the Stong Indigenoius
Families team and Save the Children have
introduced themselve to the group.
So far in 2019, the WWFPP hosted a pool
party, craft toy making, healthy cookup and tie
dye T shirt making activities for our families.
We look forward to seeing what the 20192020 year will bring to our Program and our
families.
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2.3.7 The Syphilis Enhanced Response Program Report
The Syphilis Enhanced Response Program (SER Program) has been developed
due to the NT wide syphilis outbreak.
The syphilis outbreak began in the NT in 2013. The
number of new syphilis cases has increased significantly
in the last 6 years. Evidence has shown new cases of
syphilis are significantly higher in the ages 15-35.

Also working with stakeholders such as; YMCA MAD
Youth program, KHS STARS and Clontarf, KLFEC
Learning, Rise Ventures employment agency and
Venndale Rehabilitation Centre.

As well as the SER Program there was also introduction
of the Syphilis Point of Care Test (POCT).

Due to sexual health being a “touchy” subject we ensure
that our approach to each community is culturally
appropriate and we try to minimise the stigmatism as
much as we can.

The syphilis POCTest is a quick and easy way to check
if someone has syphilis.

We have organised and carried out gender appropriate
education sessions followed by STI screen (always
optional for participants).

• This test only requires a small sample of blood that
can be taken from the finger tips like a blood sugar
test.
• After 15min the test will either show a Positive or
Negative result.
The SER Program is made up of x1 Coordinator, x2
RAHP’s and x2 CESO’s.

SER Team would actively follow up clients whom require
STI Treatment and/or needs a test for reinfection.SER
Team has provided education and training to all new
and existing clinicians about the syphilis outbreak and
syphilis POC Testing. Screening levels for syphilis in the
Katherine vicinity has increased since the program has
begun.

At this time we have x1 Coordinator, x1 RAHP and x1
CESO.
Since the establishment of the SER Program we have
interacted with multiple communities in the Katherine
vicinity such as; Mialli Brumby (Kalano), Rockhole
Community, Binjari, Jodetluk and homeless population
in Katherine.
80

We aim to maintain the high levels of screening and
education to help control the syphilis outbreak in our
region.

Fig 3: Sypilis Surveillance report
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2.3.8 Binjari Health Centre Report

Binjari Health Centre is a satellite Primary Health Care Service Centre
of Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service at Binjari Community which is
located 16kms from Katherine along the Victoria Highway.
Binjari Health Centre was manned mostly by casual
staff comprised of two Registered Nurses (RN),
two Registered Nurses/ Registered Midwives (RN/
RM), one Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioner
(RAHP) and 1 Community Liaison/Receptionist.
There is one Patient Transport Service Personnel,
who is the only permanent full time staff. The centre
also delivers GP services three days a week which is
shared between two GPs.
At the last quarter of the year in 2018-2019, a
transition of casual staffing to permanent staffing
commenced; the Clinic now has a part time
Community Liaison/Receptionist. Binjari Health
Centre also welcomed Hector Luis Certeza as their
new Clinic Coordinator in April 2019. Hector has
been a Registered Nurse for 15 years and has broad
Nursing experience; from having to work at an
Emergency Department and ICU, to managing a
remote Dialysis Centre. Hector moved to Katherine
from Adelaide in August of 2015.
Binjari Health Service welcomed a new permanent
full time Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioner
in May 2019, Maggie Raymond, who is a local girl
from Binjari. Four staff members are local members
of the community. This has always been prioritised
as it encourages the members of the community
to get more involved in the delivery of the health
care services. It also empowers the members of
the community and encourages and inspires the
younger generation to be involved. So far this year,
we had two young women expressing their interest
in doing some training to become a full pledged
RAHPs.

The centre provides:
• Antenatal care and child health services;
• Well persons check;
• Chronic Disease Management;
• Health Promotions;
• Aged care; and
• Acute care
The Binjari Health Service team welcomed visiting
specialists and allied health teams; i.e. Diabetes
Educator, Podiatrist, Cardiac Specialist Nurse,
Pharmacist, Optometrist, Dietician and Alcohol
and Other Drug Officer. This is to ensure that a full
range of health care services are delivered in the
community.
The Binjari Health Service team also focused on
delivering amplified health promotion program
to the members of the community, with a main
goal of empowering individuals by including and
encouraging them to actively and continuously be
involved in managing their own care.
The team continuously works towards improving
their KPIs, focusing and prioritising those areas
where it need improving, and at the same time
making sure that they uphold and cultivate more
those areas that they are good at. The team aims
to improve the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

First Antenatal visit
Anaemia in children
HbA1C test
Adult Aged 15-54 Health Check
Adult Aged 55 and over Health Check
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The team is well pleased, to be able to uphold a
positive immunisation rates again this 2018-2019. It is
also important to note a 100% rating was achieved in
terms of Normal Birth weights for the year. Educational
session is an integral part of the health promotions that
the team delivers, and these results proves that it is
empowering the members of the community.

2018-2019 Highlighted Events
• A community meeting was held on the 8th of
May 2019, at the Binjari Top Camp Clinic. The
main purpose of the meeting was to empower
all members of the community by including and
getting them involved in the delivery of health
care services to the community. The community
members were asked about what programs they
think will be beneficial for everyone. The meeting
was also a good opportunity to introduce new staff
and other key people from other organisations who
comes to deliver their services. An update regarding
the planned expansion of the Binjari Community

Top Camp Clinic was also presented during the
meeting.
• An Educational Session was organised by Binjari
Health Centre Team. The focus of the session
was Healthy Kidneys. Participants were presented
with information regarding the functions and
importance of the Kidneys, how to look after their
kidneys and what to look out for. Participants were
also presented with consequences of having sick
kidneys. A short discussion about Dialysis and
caring for people with Kidney Disease and on
Dialysis was also presented.
• Binjari Women’s Walking Group: As a response to
one of the suggestions from community members
during the community meeting, the Binjari Health
Centre team initiated a Women’s Walking group. All
women of Binjari are encouraged to join the team
every Monday from 08:30am, for a walk around
the oval and then shares a healthy breakfast. It
encourages the women to get together and be role
models to the younger members of the community.

Fig 4: Proportion of resident Aboriginal clients managed on chronic disease management plan
by disease group during the previous 2 years (for period 01 July 2018 to 30 June 2019).
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Fig 5: Proportion of resident Aboriginal children 6 to 71 months of age recorded as fully immunised
during reporting period by age group (for period 01 July 2018 to 30 June 2019).
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2.4 Community
Services
4

5

6

2.4.1 Message from the Executive Director of
Community Services, Darrell Brock
Implementing, integration and achieving collaboration were the
challenges I set for the Community Services (CS) in 2018-19. Our
CS teams rose to the challenge and as a result, I can see many
quality improvements for our client’s while on their care journey at
Wurli. Our key achievements over the past twelve months has been
a collective effort across all CS programs.
In 2018-19 Wurli was fortunate to attract two
additional funding packages to support our
Alcohol and Other Drugs (AOD) and Social and
Emotional Wellbeing (SEWB) programs. CS
SEWB also attracted a specialist counsellor role
to support suicide prevention outcomes for the
ATSI population in Katherine and surrounding
districts. This position is part of addressing the
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Suicide Prevention Strategy and has boosted
the Comprehensive skill mix of mental health
professionals within the CS team. The new
skills brought to the team enhance our ability to
address the needs of our clients.
Our centralised referral point in CS permits for
our clients to be allocated to the program that
best suits their needs, at times this may warrant
accessing a number of our services, including
our clinical services, to tackle much more
challenging cases. In addition, we continue to
build collaborative relationships with our key
stakeholders both Government and NGO which
effectively enables us to refer clients externally
to other services where warranted. Examples of
these external referrals maybe extensive complex
health needs and or complex child assessments
and case management.

The findings of the CS quality audit that
was conducted in mid-2018 framed the
implementation of a range of governance
framework enhancements during the financial
year. The team have implemented standardised
assessment, a care plan and review templates
across the CS programs which has allowed for
the application of evidence based tools while
providing more accountability to our clients.
The audit tools complement all health providers’
ability to track progress. We have reviewed and
cut the red tape that was hindering client’s access
pathways into our services and we have increased
the involvement of all health disciplines in Wurli
to ensure a comprehensive primary health care
approach is central to the care we provide to our
clients.
Last year we recognised the importance of having
greater emphasis on community outreach and
engagement and this year we have addressed
that goal with a demonstrated visible increase in
community events over the past twelve months.
The CS teams have been visiting individual
communities for particular events and health
messages but also engaging with schools and the
broad age range of our clients such as delivering
the School T Shirt competition which was a great
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project in itself. The
individual CS program
reports articulate more
clearly the great outcomes
and importance of continuing
such events.
To support the growing needs to the CS team and
our clients, in late September 2018 we relocated into
the old “White House” building at 9 Second Street,
Katherine after significant renovation and capital
works were undertaken. The move was driven by
our accelerated and progressive growth and has
aided in the realisation of our integrated service
delivery model for CS. Program collaborations and
the streamlining of our client’s journey are just two
of the many noteworthy successes achieved as a
result of the move.

With successes, there also
comes some challenges; one being the need
to attract local young Indigenous employees.
Although our recruitment drive and policies reflect
our direction in recruiting these employees it is very
evident that unfortunately many that commence
with the service have a limited commitment for
various reasons. Within Community Services
we hope to continue working with our young
Indigenous team members to ensure Wurli is their
employer of choice. Wurli continues to recognise
the importance of professional development for our
staff and especially our young Indigenous members
that are seeking further training and education
to support them in their roles. Wurli endeavour’s
to deliver education/outreach programs to the
Katherine region but at times we receive little
acknowledgement and or feedback what is working.
I urge all our community members to engage with
our services across Wurli as regularly as possible to
ensure we are delivering the appropriate cultural
programs/messages and initiatives that are valued
and that are clearly impacting on health outcomes.
The clear directive for Wurli CS moving forward
in 2019-20 is to ensure we collectively continue
to improve on what we do and introduce those
changes warranted to effectively improve client
journey. I am mindful we will continue to have
challenges ahead of us but by ensuring we embrace
those adversities and implement strategic vision to
address them we will continue to contribute making
a difference to our clients.
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2.4.2 Wellbeing Program Report

5

6

The Wellbeing Program is the overarching banner of multiple counselling and social support
programs consisting of four funded programs:
• Social and Emotional Wellbeing (SEWB)
Commonwealth Department Prime Minister and
Cabinet
• Mental Health Services in Rural and Remote Areas
(MHSRRA)- Northern Territory PHN
• Social and Emotional Wellbeing- Dual Diagnosis
(SEWB-DD)- Northern Territory PHN
• Katherine Individual Support Program (KISP)- Northern
Territory Government
All programs adhere to the Social and Emotional Wellbeing
Framework, with a strong focus on providing holistic care
package to address ten identified areas of needs otherwise
known as domains, for which an individual or family who
wish to seek assistance in dealing with a wide variety of
issues including trauma, stress, worries, bereavement, grief
and loss, sadness, family separation, substance use, family
conflict, and other social determinants of health.

Fig 6: Clients allocated within Wellbeing
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Fig 8: Client contact
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To ensure the success of Wurli Strategic goals for 201819, the Wellbeing Program was strongly committed to
the implementation of goal 5 which is to ‘Recognise
that a key component in improving Aboriginal health
is to address the social determinants of health,
including environmental health, and that advocacy on
these social determinants is a core function of WurliWurlinjang’.
2018-19 saw the introduction of a specially designed
in-house assessment tool to support clinician’s in
providing a holistic assessment, with a strong focus
on presenting the clients story from their point of
view, identifying the obstacles they have experienced
that have haphazard their recovery to betterment,
and working in partnership with their case worker to
develop a plan to achieve their identified goals. The
tool also assists service users to acknowledge aspects
of their lives that enriches and nurtures their strengths,
paying particular attention to culture, spirituality,
kinship and country. By acknowledging these features
of wellness and strength it empowers individuals and
family in overcoming obstacles within the social,
psychological and physical determinants of health.
Goal 6 which is to ‘Develop and strengthen
partnerships with other service providers,
understanding that collaboration at the local,
regional, Territory and national level underpins efforts
to close the gap in Aboriginal health’. The Wellbeing
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program introduced stakeholder meetings every 2nd
Wednesday for community services. The core focus
is to develop improved working relationships, referral
pathways, and a better understanding of the work that
both organisations aim to achieve for the betterment
of the Katherine Community.

2018-19 Highlighted Events
• Mental Health Week 2018 was a monumental
occasion, as it was the grand opening of the
Community Services building in 9 Second
Street. The day saw approx. 250 people with
representation from many different social support
services in Katherine, and community members.
The festive started with a community breakfast,
and an opportunity to wander the building
engaging with staff, understanding program
areas and looking at exhibits and displays on each
program area. Much positivity was provided by the
community to staff
• Collaborative activities, have been at the forefront
of Wellbeing Unit workings over the last 12 months.
The introduction of a dedicated role to focus on
suicide prevention and response under the DPMC
funding was guided by collaborative workings. A
strong working relationship was developed with
Mission Australia, with both services forming a
peer support group alongside, Kalano night patrol,
Katherine ED physician, and Katherine West
Remote mental health team, where discussions
were focused on referral pathways and developing
a risk assessment tool. In May a community event
alongside Mission Australia in acknowledgment of
Nation White Wreath Day was held at Bernhard
Street flats, and was attended by 50 individuals
from the surrounding accommodation area.

2.4.3 Katherine Individual Support Program (KISP) Report

The KIS Program has continued its integrated
approach within Wurli’s Community Services
Directorate, utilising the Alcohol and Other Drugs
program, Social and Emotional Wellbeing and
Mental Health programs and StrongBala Justice
Program in addition to external service providers/
stakeholders within the Katherine region. This is
proving vital in navigating participants through the
holistic care provision that KISP introduces.
The KISP Team attended the Homelessness forum
in late April 2019 which was held in Darwin. This
provided a beneficial opportunity to network with
National agencies and to further comprehend some
of the barriers other similar programs like KISP
encounter and how these were overcome. The KISP
team made a significant impact at the previous
Homelessness Awareness Week event catering to
approximately 200 individuals of the Katherine
region, many of whom were homeless.
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Fig 9: Homeless people in the NT
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The program has joined its brother and sister programs by formatting its very own live document, the KIS
Program Manual. This Manual informs and guides practitioners in culturally appropriate practice’s and
the delivery of effective and evidence-informed services to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Individuals
suffering from homelessness and/or chronic diseases.
The KIS Program chairs and facilitates the Collaborative Case Management Group Meetings which meets
every 2nd Wednesday at the Katherine District Hospital (KDH) to review client cases with the external
service providers/stakeholders/agencies to discuss better service delivery options for each individual to best
suit their needs. These meetings have proven to be the pivotal point in the collaborative delivery approach
that the KISP Programs structure is formulated from. This deliverable format enables clear concise actions
to be specific to the clients and cases discussed.
The KIS Program was approached in early 2019 by the ABC (Australian Broadcasting Corporation)
to provide some details of the programs achievements and gaps it has encountered to date. The ABC
journalist spent the afternoon interviewing KISP Coordinator and Support worker, documenting a regular
day the KISP workers encounter. This was a great opportunity to promote the great work the KIS Program is
achieving and currently delivering, it was also a significant opportunity to provide an insight into the current
conditions and barriers a number of the KISP participants are facing in our region.
The first KISP Evaluation Report was released during this year, with some great statistical data revealed. It
has clearly identified the reduction of hospital admissions due to the impact of the KIS Program and how
the program is evolving and navigating the participants through their individually tailored care packages.
The KISP Team have primarily delivered and been involved in multiple community engagement events
during the 2018-19 period. These community engagements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homelessness Week 2018
NAIDOC March / Health Promotions Event 2018
Elders Day 2018
Youth Education Sessions YMCA
ATSI Children’s Week
Katherine High School Careers Expo
School holiday program delivery
Binjari, Rockhole, Kalano Community Engagement
Suicide Prevention Awareness Week
Mental Health Week
Men’s Day
2019
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STRONGBALA VISION
“To empower Aboriginal men to improve
their health, emotional and social
well-being and to make meaningful
contributions to their family,
their communities and their culture”.

2.4.4 StrongBala Justice Support Project Report

5

6

The StrongBala Justice Program has been in operation for 9 years working with our indigenous men
of Katherine and surrounding communities.
We were successfully in receiving grant funding
through the Prime Minister and Cabinet for an
ongoing 3 years (2019 to 2021).This continued
access to funds for the StrongBala Justice Program
will mean we can continue to provide our men with
the important holistic health and wellbeing care as
well as diversionary measures, tools and messages
to reduce their recidivism, domestic violence, wellbeing and substance abuse.
The program continues to deliver services that
support men to access justice support, healthcare,
wellbeing and counselling services. Over this
reporting period we have provided education
support for men as preventative engagement to
reduce recidivism.

The StrongBala Justice Program engages in
community outreach activities and events, in
conjunction with the other community services
programs. This provides community members with
information and access to our services if wanting to
participate on a self-referral basis. Most importantly
we have been working with the younger members of
the community to ensure preventative measures are
implemented for their diversions away from crime,
violence and AOD influences.
Integration of the StrongBala Justice Program
with other Wurli Wurlinjang Community Services
Programs and the Clinical Services is still an
ongoing process but is proving to be a necessity
for our client’s holistic health care and support. We
continue to take on self-referrals (walk-ins) as well
as referrals from our internal programs and the
Magistrate.
The StrongBala Justice Program has had contact
with around 140 clients for the 2018/2019 period.
The program successfully supported 54 clients
in completing their Professional Development
Program from July 2018 to June 2019 with 20 clients
continuing into the new reporting period. There has
been Justice, Health, AOD and Wellbeing related
support also provided to walk-in clients. Overall the
client encounters for the reporting period was 2,907.
The Program continues to improve on the 13 Week
Personal Development Program (PDP) with new
presenters and continuing stakeholders/ service
providers being able to present their education
sessions on a more frequent basis.
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Internally the StrongBala Justice Program has upskilled and presented
more PDP sessions around Law and Justice through utilisation of the
Blurred Borders Educational Recourse Tools.
StrongBala Justice Program PDP education sessions provided over
this period include:
• Adult Health Checks
• Relationships Australia Education Sessions
• Family & Violence Awareness Sessions- No More Campaign Catholic Care
• Catholic Care- No More Program Domestic Violence Men’s
behavioural change
• Alcohol & Other Drugs, Methamphetamine & Cannabis
• Healthy Choices - General Health & Hygiene
• Social & Emotional Well Being
• Sexual Health Sexually Transmitted Disease (incl. Hep C & HIV)
• Somerville Financial Management
• Centrelink Income Management Updates
• Strong Indigenous Families
• Nutrition-Cook up
• North Australian Justice Agency- Updates to DVO’s, NT
Legislation or Law, NT Banned Drinker Register, New
Mandatory Centrelink Engagement with Justice Clients
• Chronic - Renal Disease / Diabetes Education
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Three winning designers wearing the shirts they
designed from left to right – Ava AndersonCampbell, Lashani McDonald and Lalani Ryan.

Maria Driver with FASD Dolls she uses when
talking to community about the harmful
effects of drinking when pregnant.

2.4.5 Alcohol and Other Drugs Unit Report

4

The AOD program continues to deliver a culturally appropriate AOD service
through counselling, case management, health promotions and community/
education session.
Over the last 12 months the AOD team have
picked up in Community engagement and are
out weekly promoting the AOD service and giving
harm minimisation messages to the community
this was recognised at in September 2018 at the
Northern Territory Remote Alcohol and Other
Drug Workforce forum where the Wurli AOD team
was presented the Health Promotion / Community
Engagement Award. Micheal Taylor also picked up
the Encouragement award as a new working in the
field of AOD and Phillip Butler received the Urban
Worker of the year. FASD remained a focus for
the AOD team with Community Support Workers
set up FASD displays at various local events and
engagement opportunities. The AOD program
continues to work in closely with other Community
Services programs, and AOD COMMIT counsellor
joined the AOD team in late 2018 and works in
closely with client engaged in the judicial system
this includes working closely with the Strongbala
Mens Justice Program.
The AOD has provided a service to 190 individuals
during the 2018/19 financial year with many more
engaged with Health Promotion and Community
engagement event.

School Engagement
During the 2018/19 financial year
the AOD program delivered a
School Engagement Project
with grant funding for the NT
Government. The project was
to delivery health education
throughout Katherine schools
targeting students in years
5,6,7,8 and 9. From 1st July 2108 to
December 31 2019 the AOD program
delivered 16 education sessions across 6 location
In total approximately 380 student participated.
Apart of the education session also incorporated a
t-shirt design competition. The design was to have
a healthy positive harm minimisation message
around no alcohol and good wellbeing. In total
we received 108 designs with 3 winning designs
published into shirts. In early 2019 AOD staff went
back to each school and presented students with
a shirt. The winning designers were Ava AndersonCampbell from Katherine South Primary School,
Lalani Ryan from McFarland Primary School and
LaShani McDonald from Clyde Fenton Primary
School. An on flow from the school education
session saw six further session ran through the
Katherine High School Clontarf Academy.
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2.4.6 Strong Indigenous Families Report

5

6

Building from its inception in 2017-2018, the Strong Indigenous Families (SIF) program has gone
through periods of rapid change in 2018-2019, with new staff and new clients, but the same
dedication to improve the lives of families experiencing domestic violence in the Katherine region.
One of the major highlights of the 2018-2019 year has been the successful
application for program funding from the Department of Prime Minister &
Cabinet for a further three years. This will allow the team to create a stable
presence within Katherine and the surrounding communities and assist
with the retention of quality staff. For a portion of the 2018-2019
year, the SIF team has been fully staffed, with a Coordinator, two
Counsellors (including a provisional psychologist), two Case
Managers, two Community Engagement Support Officers,
and an Administration Officer providing a comprehensive
wraparound service. Building staff capacity remains an
ongoing goal for the SIF program, and staff members
have attended a range of training opportunities and
conferences throughout the year.
Over the past two years, SIF has had increased
engagement with families, and client numbers have grown
to include 24 families. Observed improvements in these
families’ wellbeing have included increased compliance
with DVO and other Court sanctions; increased employment
seeking; successful applications for Ochre cards, drivers’ licences
and other work-related documents; improved motivation, goal
setting, and self-esteem; greater numbers of families with established
safety plans; and increased help-seeking, both from SIF and other services
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in Katherine. Having built strong relationships with
the parents in our client families, a focus for 20192020 will be in working directly with children to
provide trauma counselling and support to attend
specialist appointments. This work has already
commenced through meetings between SIF staff
and the Women’s & Children’s Clinic to facilitate
the process for paediatric review. SIF staff already
consistently discuss with families the impacts of
domestic violence on children’s development, and
the importance of maintaining healthy relationships.
This is an important step in limiting the impact of
intergenerational and transgenerational trauma
brought about by exposure to domestic violence.
Community engagement remains an important
factor in SIF’s success, and a partnership with CDP
at Binjari and Kalano communities provided an
opportunity for education sessions to be delivered.
These sessions provide information about a range of
healthy relationships topics, and from these sessions
participants are able to share new information with
their families and friends. In 2018-2019, SIF also
purchased a purpose-built truck to raise awareness
of the service at community events, which included a
children’s fun day within the Kalano NAIDOC event,
a suicide prevention BBQ in conjunction with Mission

Australia and the Social Emotional Wellbeing team,
and a community fun day (also at Kalano). SIF staff
have contributed to the Wurli Community Services
events committee, including the planning for a new
Women’s Group, which will aim to reduce social
isolation for the female partners in our client families.
During this year, SIF staff have continued to build on
their relationships with external stakeholders, such as
the Katherine Women’s Crisis Centre, legal services,
Territory Families, Corrections, RISE and Venndale
rehabilitation centre. SIF has provided consistent
representation at the Family Safety Framework’s
fortnightly meetings, which provide a forum for a
collaborative approach to the case management
of high risk families. Within the Wurli Community
Services directorate, SIF staff have worked
collaboratively with other programs to enhance
client outcomes, including a close relationship with
the Strongbala Justice Program. SIF staff have also
provided counselling services and support to other
programs’ clients as capacity has allowed.
The SIF team looks forward to the opportunities
that the 2019-2020 year will bring, including the
chance for a broader engagement with our member
communities and greater support for children.
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2.5 Corporate
Services

2.5.1 Human Resources and Workforce Support Report
The organisational structure for the Human Resource function at Wurli was
reviewed as a result of the Workforce Support Program and function ceasing on
the 30 June 2018.
It was decided that in order to provide
effective HR service delivery that incorporated
a level of learning and development support that a
team of three was needed. For the reporting period
01 July 2018 to 30 June 2019 the HR team consisted
of three core positions: a Human Resource Manager
and two Human Resource Officers (HROs). During
the period HRO Cynthia Woods celebrated her 15
year anniversary with Wurli.
There was a continued high need throughout the
year for recruitment due to the increased growth
in services in the 2017/2018 year that presented
challenges in recruitment of that continued into this
reporting year and the addition of other services
such as the Syphilis Enhance Response Program
and additional counselling positions in AOD and
SEWB during the period. There were numerous
challenges experienced in recruitment throughout
the year, as there often is in regional areas, including
shortages and high market competitiveness in
specialise positions such as allied health and
Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioners. Wurli
commenced the financial year with approximately
96 employees and 10 vacancies across the
organisation. During the July 2018 to June 2019
reporting period Wurli there was the appointment
of 52 new employees and Wurli experienced the
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cessation of 39 employees, leaving us with 107
employees and approximately 13 vacancies across
the organisation.
In line with Goal 3 of Wurli’s Strategic Plan 2016 –
2021 “Continue to build the human resource and
workforce capacity of Wurli-Wurlinjang” the HR
team’s key achievements for the reporting period
included:
• Ongoing delivery of In-house Front Line
Management Training occurred during the
months of July 2018 – October 2019 with
three different sessions delivered in the area of
Performance Management as a result of the
new Performance Management Framework.
Managers and Coordinators were encourage
to attend this service of training to assist them
develop their skills and follow consistent process
when leading and managing their staff.
• Policy and Procedure reviewed and updated in
core areas of HR to assist support, streamline
and provide guidance to operational leaders in
key areas of staff management and to ensure
Wurli maintains its legislative compliance:• Complaints and Personal Grievances
• Anti-Discrimination and Equal Employment
Opportunity

3

•
•
•
•

Workplace Bullying
Domestic and Family Violence
Recruitment and Selection Policy
Further Policy drafted but not yet finalised /
authorised includes:• Employee Accommodation
• Separation / Termination
• Actioning of continued quality improvement,
increasing the functionality of our systems and
SharePoint, to allow for improved efficiencies
and electronic record keeping versus the
current some manual paperwork systems still
in place. This has led to the development and
implementation of:• Online on boarding processes via portal
to Attaché. This allows new employees
to complete their on boarding payroll
paperwork online prior to commencing
work with Wurli
• The introduction of InterCheck, an online
systems for completing Police Checks.
• The introduction of Zoom application to
assist facilitate the recruitment process
(face to face) via video conferencing for
interview processes.
• Position Profile Register developed on
SharePoint so that leaders can access
key position information for assisting with
performance management of staff.
• Delivery of a Refresher Company induction
to employees who had been with Wurli for
more than a period of two years, to ensure
they were updated on all key Policy updates
and systems changes.
• Professional Development attendance
tracking streamlined and now recorded on
SharePoint.

• Review and update of HR internal auditing
tools in conjunction with ISO and RACGP
updated compliance requirements
• Career Expo, was held on the 22 August 2018,
at the YMCA campus. It was a good day for
all that had stalls, with a higher than expected
attendance by the general public, and schools
both local and communities.

Key Professional Development
Achievements
Key Professional Development Achievements in
the Wurli workface during the reporting period
included:Qualified Training Completed:
Aboriginal Mental Health First Aid Certificate
QAAMS (Quality Assurance for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Medical Services)
• QAAMS - HbA1c (Point of care testing for
Diabetes): Five clinical employees completed /
update their accreditation
• QAAMS – ACR (urine test which identifies
early signs of renal disease): completed by one
clinical employee
Understanding Vaccines and the National
Immunisation Program (SA Health Immunisation)
Completed by: Albert Watego and Velma King
Accredited Fire Warden Training (delivered by Territory
Fire Service and Training)
Food Safety Supervisors Course
Six employees from Community Services undertook
and completed this on line training in the units
HLTFSE001 Follow basic food safety practices;
HLTFSE005 Apply and monitor food safety
requirements and HLTFSE007 Oversee the day-today implementation of food safety in the workplace.
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Compliance Training

15 Years’ Service

Cultural Awareness (Introduction)

• Cynthia Woods, Human Resource Officer
(October 2018)
• Bob (Robert) Takes, Client Liaison and Transport
Officer (June 2019)
10 Years’ Service

A majority of our new employees over the course of
the year completed a one day cultural awareness
introductory workshop, delivered by May Rosas from
Ngaigu-Mulu Aboriginal Corporation Diganbal
Cultural Training, a total of 40 individuals.
Provide Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (HLTAID001)
As per accreditation requirements most employees
throughout the period attended and maintained their
accreditation for CPR.

Other Professional Development
Activities
Other professional development activities such as
National Conferences, Forums, Workshops and
Seminars were also attended throughout this period
by approximately 80 of our staff members, as relevant
to their role and function at Wurli.

Recognition of employee tenure
milestones achieved throughout the year
20 Years’ Service
• Anne Gillett, Client Liaison and Transport Officer
(January 2019)
• Karen Rosas, Clinic Coordinator at Women’s &
Children’s (March 2019)
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• Suzi Berto , Chief Executive Officer (January 2019)
• Margaret McBean, Nurse Home Visitor –WWFPP
(February 2019)
5 Years’ Service
• Lisa Kelly, Finance Coordinator (October 2018)
• Philip Butler, Program Coordinator – AOD
(October 2018)
• Camille Berto, Executive Assistant (November
2018)
• Justin Maroney, Registered Aboriginal Health
Practitioner (December 2018)
• Dani Stanley, Registered Aboriginal Health
Practitioner (February2019)
• Michael Taylor, Case Worker –AOD (February
2019)
• Jaye Reid, Clinical Administration Support Officer
(March 2019)
• Heidi Perner, Counsellor - Strong Indigenous
Families (March 2019)
The HR team continued to provide the relevant and
appropriate HR services across the organisation in
key areas of Industrial Relations advice and support,
Grievance and Dispute Resolution and Workers
Compensation Management and Return to Work
processes.

1

2.5.2 Infrastructure, Assets, IT, WHS and Security Report

Throughout the 2018-19 period, the Assets and Infrastructure team have continued to strive
to deliver the best possible outcome for the best value to the Wurli organisation.
We have produced a high performing culture within
the team where everyone is encouraged to thrive.
This culture in turn is strengthening our existing
relationships with all internal stakeholders of Wurli.
Significant achievements occurred on several fronts
of the asset/infrastructure team throughout the
year with a key focus on the following:
• Renovation and relocation of the entire
Community Services team to 9 Second St
• Design, plan, and build a Dental building that
will provide a modern, suitable service to the
local community.
• Design, develop and order two new mobile
clinic and promotional vehicles. These vehicles
will replace the existing mobile clinics and will
also provide a promotional aspect for the Wurli
Health Service in the Katherine community.
• Increase security measures by the installation of
security systems and lighting at Binjari and the
Main Clinic.
• The implementation of a Master Plan for the
future development of property on Third St.
This includes eight different stages that can be
implemented as the required needs arise.
As we move forward, one of the key challenges
that the Infrastructure team face is to ensure that
development and growth of our organisation
complements our already strong sense of place and
community. It is a significant responsibility to plan for

this future of a whole organisation.
It requires bold leadership to
make tough decisions between
competing priorities, manage
resources, maintain focus on the
big picture and act for the greater
good of the whole organisation in
moving towards our future.
In terms of WHS, Wurli has
concentrated on raising
awareness of WHS issues
through the active, all area
representatives,
WHS
Committee involvement.
Our commitment to
excellence has positioned
us as a leading and trusted
source of WHS information.
Moving forward, the WHS committee
aim to develop strategies and tactics for
increased information sharing within
the organisation.
The movement of our IT data
to a datacentre in Darwin has
been a significant achievement
and is the culmination of
many years of work. Looking
to the future, it is vital that we
continue to think innovatively to
maintain long term IT solutions.
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2.5.3 Grants, Communication and Compliance Report

6

Our 2018-19 focus on infrastructure improvements to support service delivery in the longterm created a challenging yet exciting year for the organisation’s management of grants,
communication and compliance.
With the award of several new infrastructure
grants that saw not only expansion but security
upgrades, Wurli’s grant management methodology
remained focused on balancing the establishment
of collaborative working relationships with new
program advisors while maintaining sound
working relationships with Wurli’s long-term

funding providers. As a result of Wurli’s open
and transparent approach, 100 percent funding
agreement compliance was achieved by 30th June
2019.
Wurli would like to acknowledge the support
provided by our 2018-19 Funding Providers and
thank them for their ongoing assistance:

Funding Provider

Program or Project

Commonwealth Department
of Health

Indigenous Australian’s Health Program –
Comprehensive Primary Health Care
Indigenous Australian’s Health Program – Syphilis
Enhanced Response

Commonwealth Department
of Industry Innovation and
Science

Warren Snowden MLA

$551,899.00
$1,287,910.00

Building Better Regions Fund – Oral Health
Infrastructure Project

$65,289.00

Safer Communities Fund – Binjari Security
Upgrades

$11,125.00

Safer Communities Fund – Wurli Security Upgrades

$12,610.00

Safer Communities Fund – Community Services Unit
Security Upgrades

$10,516.00

Safer Communities Fund – Gudbinji Security
Upgrades

$13,514.00

Safer Communities Fund – Women and Children’s
Clinic Security Upgrades

$12,770.00

Stronger Communities Fund – 9 Second Street
Façade Project

$9,000.00

Remote Grants – Binjari Clinical Operations
Binjari Make a Change – Hip Hop Program
AOD School Engagement Project
Remote Alcohol and Other Drugs Workforce
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$5,997,338.45

Indigenous Australian’s Health Program –
Australian Nurse Family Partnership

Northern Territory Government Health Care Service Clinical Operations - Wurli
Department of Health
Sexual Health and Blood Borne Viruses Program

The Fred Hollows Foundation

Amount

Remote Australia Eye Health Program

$903,354.00
$70,978.00
$48,986.00
$11,363.64
$20,000.00
$300,000.00
$163,169.00

Katherine Region Aboriginal
Health and Related Services

Katherine Individual Support Program

$830,656.00

Northern Territory Government COMMIT and NEIC – AOD Counselling Katherine
Correctional Services

$154,221.54

Northern Territory Government Seniors Month Events 2018
Office of Senior Territorians

$2,000.00

Northern Territory Government International Women’s Day Event 2018
Office of Women

$1,000.00

Northern Territory PHN

Integrated Team Care
Outreach (Allied) Health Services Program

$17,450.37

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Student
Support Grant

$5,909.09

After Hours Health Service Program

Commonwealth Department
of Prime Minister and Cabinet

$360,176.30

$343,873.00

Social and Emotional Wellbeing Program

$177,735.00

Mental Health Services in Rural and Remote
Australia

$95,000.00

Alcohol and Other Drugs Management Programme

$229,696.18

StrongBala Justice Support Project

$728,250.00

Strong Indigenous Families

$975,000.00

Social and Emotional Wellbeing Programme

$453,960.00

Staying true to the theme of growth, Wurli’s funding submission efforts were also strong during 2018-19 with
several new future funding avenues secured.
During 2018-19, Wurli secured the following funding and looks forward to delivering in 2019-20:
Funding Provider

Program or Project

Amount

Commonwealth Department of Service Maintenance Program
Health

$143,549.10

Northern Territory Government Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) Regional
Department of Health
Activity Coordinator

$80,000.00

Northern Territory Government Seniors Month Events 2019
Office of Senior Territorians

$2,000.00

Wurli’s 2018-19 communications efforts were focused on effective recording and sharing of corporate
information. Updates to our internal intranet, SharePoint, occurred to facilitate superior internal knowledge
sharing while documenting various program area’s Program Manuals also commenced.
Wurli’s commitment to best practice quality management and continual quality improvement was
highlighted during 2018-19 with the organisation successfully maintaining its ISO Quality Management
Systems Standard 9001:2015. Wurli is dedicated to providing services that are of the highest quality to all
our clients.
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3. Finance Report

NEED PHOTOS
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WURLI WURLINJANG ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
ABN 96 997 270 879
FINANCIAL REPORT
YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2019
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